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Children’s TV news worldwide
INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN’S NEWS PRODUCERS SHARE THEIR
APPROACHES
Producers and editors of children´s
news from different countries in
the world were asked how their
children’s news programmes are
organized, how they deal with difficult topics during the COVID-19
pandemic and what they consider
especially important when producing news items for children.

tent during the COVID-19 pandemic,
in order to help children during the
crisis and to survive the impossibility
of going out to film and edit due to
the lockdown.
Issues related to the pandemic were
covered in every episode of the “In my
Opinion” section, asking the boys and
girls among other things: What did
they know about the virus? How did
they protect themselves from getting
infected? How did they feel in remote
classes? What had they learned during
the pandemic? Did you feel comfortable returning to the classroom in
person? In the “News” section, new
information on the development of the
pandemic was presented and explanations and encouragement were constantly provided, so the children would
comply with the recommendations on
protecting themselves and influence
their family milieu – parents, siblings,
aunts and uncles, grandparents – to
comply with the measures as well. It is
important to keep in mind that, from
the start of the pandemic, certain
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Sandra Cadavid (Director Multimedia
Content and producer of Notichicos,
Funglode, Dominican Republic)
Notichicos is a televised
newscast/magazine
that is aimed at boys
and girls from the
Dominican Republic,
whether living in the
country or outside it.
It is a half-hour long and is broadcast
once a week on weekends on national
television and on television channels in
the United States aimed at the Dominican diaspora community.
It started broadcasting on 12 August
2017 and has continued without interruption up to the present. Initially, it
was broadcast on Supercanal 33, before
changing to Telesistema Canal 11 starting in March 2020.
Its narrative structure is that of a television magazine hosted by Sofía Mejía,
a child presenter who introduces each
story accompanied by an animated
Dominican parrot named Lola. Sofía
and Lola present each section and story
in a humorous way.
The programme has some permanent
sections: “News”, featuring topics
of national or international interest
that have a connection to the children’s lives; “Free”, featuring activities,
crafts, animals and interesting places;

“Sports”, featuring stories on child
athletes and children and youth teams
in different sports, competitions and
sports leagues; “Technology”, in which
a child presenter called Technogirl
(Tecnochica) presents apps, webpages
and technical devices of interest for
boys and girls; “Culture”, which shows
children taking part in cultural activities, recitals, puppet shows, musicians,
poets, writers, etc. We have the “Guest
Reporter” section, in which children
are invited to participate in the programme by doing a report on a subject
that interests them, making a craft or
a recipe or doing a child-appropriate
activity. The “In My Opinion” section
presents a Vox Pop featuring boys’ and
girls’ opinions on a significant, topical
issue; finally, we have the “Notiacertijo”
– the “News Puzzle” – in which a riddle
is posed to the audience and clues are
given to help them guess the answer,
which is presented at the end of the
programme.
The production team reoriented the
work plan and the programme con-

Ill. 1: Notichicos aims at showing boys and girls in all their authenticity and diversity in terms
of socioeconomic levels, regions, interests and ways of thinking
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Claudia Daza (Chief Editor of PICA,
Bolivia)
PICA Bolivia has been
in existence for 9 years,
and we have made
more than 5,000 reports throughout the
country. We go out
daily on ATB, a national channel in Bolivia, and on its
social networks.
Currently we have 2 presenters, Katherine Quiñajo and José Luis Durán,
who not only present the program
but are now streaming on our social
networks. We have slots for reports,
news summaries, streaming, and educative spaces.
Regarding our stories related to the
COVID-19 pandemic and social problems, our coverage focused on stories
of resilience, stories looking for options,
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Ill. 2: In 2020, as education in schools was suspended in Bolivia due to COVID-19, teachers
were able to give classes through the PICA networks

young entrepreneurs who were looking
for solutions to economic and health
problems. In addition, we had to generate content from a distance. In the year
2020 in Bolivia, education in schools
was suspended; we therefore proposed
a sector called PICLASES where hundreds of teachers were able to give
classes through our networks (Ill. 2).
The most important thing for our
news program is to tell stories that
save children, stories showing you that
there is hope, that even the youngest
members of society can produce solutions, that there are new faces and
that another world can be built. The
team of journalists, currently made up
of 4 people, works on one report and

one educational item per week.
Mthoba Chapi (Company Director
and Multimedia Content Producer for
Vuselela Media, South Africa)
Bona Retsang is a South
African news for kids
Television programme
that is produced by the
non-profit company
Vuselela Media. In its inception in 2014, as part
of the global Dutch-based WADADA
News for Kids network, the programme
aimed to bring news and current issues
of youth in marginalised communities
of South Africa to the world.
The icing on this programme was that

Screenshot from Bona Retsang © Vuselela Media

sectors of society in the Dominican
Republic put up resistance against respecting measures like the lockdown,
distancing and the use of masks. This is
why we tried to use the programme to
raise awareness about the importance
of doing this, so that the boys and
girls would influence their families to
protect themselves properly.
Via Zoom, the presenter interviewed a
girl who was infected with COVID-19.
She told us about her experience, how
she felt, about her fears and how she
overcame the illness. In addition, in
each programme we presented activities to do at home like crafts, recipes,
games, and apps, so that the kids could
have fun and learn while they were at
their homes.
It is very important for us that Notichicos shows real boys and girls, in all their
diversity in terms of socioeconomic
levels, regions, interests and ways of
thinking, without pretensions and
without filters, in all their authenticity.
There is very little space in Dominican
television for children to make themselves known and to get to know their
peers, which is why the main function
of Notichicos is to fulfil this need (Ill 1).
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Ill. 3: Bona Retsang: Seeing the world through children’s eyes instead of telling stories from
the adult perspective
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Screenshot from Newsround © BBC

the news wasn’t just produced by tra- also navigating a new world as they Lewis James (Editor of Newsround,
ditional news makers or journalists. The are also affected by COVID-19, stories BBC, UK)
Newsround will celeyouth themselves were introduced to about how they are affected, how their
brate its 50th birthday
basic media training skills. This would al- parents are affected, the family memnext year. It was startlow them to document their own stories bers some of them have lost and the
ed as a television bulusing their basic cell phone with a video rising inequality they witness became
letin by a group of BBC
camera and these stories would feature our mission. With the name of the projournalists, who felt
on the 24-minute long programme that gramme meaning “See What We Are
that children should
then aired on the South African national Doing”, we intended to rather show
broadcaster SABC1. The programme current affairs of how young people have access to the news. Today, Newswent on for a couple of years on the are navigating the new normal hoping round reaches children through a
website, through YouTube (Ill. 4) and
national broadcaster, on community to inspire them through their peers.
television and on the WADADA News The storytelling is based on a technique other forms of social media, as well as
for Kids programme, ensuring that the that was introduced to the Bona Ret- a broadcast bulletin. But Newsround’s
youth voices were heard.
sang team in the past, which is telling mission remains unchained – helping
In 2017, things hit a snag because of children stories using a child perspec- children understand the world they are
financial reasons. Without donor sup- tive or “Children in the Centre”. This growing up into. Our content is upport, the programme that had taken powerful narrative helps us engage dated across the day, every day.
an inclusive approach with its audience with our audience better because we A question I am frequently asked is
and regularly featuring their cell phone see the world through their eyes (Ill. 3), how Newsround covers challenging
citizen journalism stories on an inter- rather than telling the stories from the stories or issues, given that it is aimed
national platform had to take a pause. adult perspective. In the modern times, at a young audience. We take great care
What did not stop, however, through the element of cross media becomes over potentially upsetting stories, and
donor support that would fit media ever more relevant. Bona Retsang it is something that we discuss often at
skills training and not necessarily a big doesn’t only feature on DSTV channel Newsround. We know that Newsround
budget television programme, was the 319 with the full 5 minute long filler is expected to cover difficult issues,
training of Bona Retsang’s youth audi- content, we now also feature the sto- where appropriate, but that we have
ence through the cell phone citizen ries on social media with behind the a great responsibility to do it properly.
journalism programme. Over the years scenes footage. We have the different There are a number of ways that we
since, the parent non-profit company segments spread through the week as can tackle an issue, but we will think
Vuselela Media has been running the we broadcast the content daily for a very hard about upsetting detail in
media literacy skills trainings with 2 week period. Our young audience can stories and removing that. As long
youth across the country and encour- see their stories on television and on as children can still understand what
aging them to form journalism clubs at the digital media space, ensuring that has happened, then we will have done
school and to use the online space to our missing of giving a voice to young our job. We also think very hard about
what we are showing children, we shy
keep the dialogues about their social people continues to greater heights.
away from upsetting images, and we
issues going.
use a variety of
With the arrival
techniques inof COVID-19, the
cluding animamostly physical
tion , where
training had to go
news footage is
digital. Whilst this
too distressing
was happening,
for the audian updated newer
ence. We also
version of Bona Rethave a range of
sang, dubbed Bona
resources on our
Retsang 2.0 was
website for chilreintroduced to the
dren who are upairwaves as a 5 minset by anything
ute long television
they might have
programme. Telling Ill 4: Newsround reaches its audience through various forms of media (here: Newsround’s
seen or heard in
stories to a younger YouTube channel)
the news.
audience who were
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It’s important for us to cover the news
agenda as it happens, of course, but
we are not a mini version of news for
adults. We talk to children about what
is going on in their lives and try to reflect that in our news content. That can
include serious issues like racism and
bullying, but we also want to reflect
the latest craze in schools and what
children like to do on the weekend. We
feel if we are not reflecting everything
that is going on in their lives, then we
are less likely to be taken seriously
when we are talking about big global
events.
And we also feel that Newsround has a
responsibility to hear the views of children. We often have lively debates on
our website about the issue of the day,
and we feature children talking about
what matters to them in as much of
our content as possible. Children have
a right to be heard under the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of
the Child, and for their opinions to be
taken into account. They are also the
citizens – and voters – of the future.
Constanze Knöchel (Head of children’s
news logo!, ZDF, Germany)
The children’s news
program logo! produced by ZDF has now
been around for
32 years. The TV show
is broadcast live daily
between 7:50-8:00
p.m. on KiKA (the joint children’s channel of ARD and ZDF) (7:25 p.m. on
Fridays). In addition, all episodes are
available online in the media library on
logo.de for 7 days. Here, children can
find lots of additional information in
extra videos and articles. logo! is aimed
at children between the ages of 8 and
12. The programme is led by a team of
4 presenters: Jennifer Sieglar, Linda
Fuhrich, Tim Schreder and Sherif Rizkallah. Besides its TV and media library
offerings, logo! has its own Instagram
channel (@zdflogo) and, since April 30,
2021, its own YouTube channel (logo!
news:date).
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Ill. 5: Addressing difficult topics in logo!: Children suffering from Long-Covid

For more than a year now, the coronavirus pandemic has accompanied
the logo! editorial team, both in terms
of production conditions and content
topics. Our objective is to inform children on a broad range of topics and at
the same time try to report constructive and positive aspects. Still, as an
editorial team, we can’t turn a blind
eye to the fact that many children
are suffering from the months-long
shutdown. That is why we have already
shed light on the psychological aspects
and consequences of the pandemic on
several occasions, for example with a
visit to a youth psychiatric clinic, with
discussions with affected children and
young people and also with questions
that we put to politicians. We have not
ignored the dangers of corona, though
we have refrained from regularly giving
figures on how many have fallen ill or
died. We tackled other difficult issues:
For example, we talked to children
suffering from Long-Covid (Ill. 5) or
looked into other countries where
the situation is much more difficult
than in Germany. In all contributions,
we remain true to our credo of taking
positive and constructive approaches
to reporting (for example, when talking about and with children with LongCovid: “What is being done to make
them feel better?” Or when looking
abroad: “How are people being helped
there?”). We are getting more frequent
feedback that children increasingly

want other content because of the
constant coverage of corona in the
media.
For logo! editors, one of the most important guidelines is that we dock our
news reports onto children’s life experiences. Before planning each topic, we
ask ourselves: “What might interest a
child about this issue? What does he or
she wonder about?” At the same time,
we always try to set themes that are
based on the reality of the children’s
lives. For logo! editors, it goes without
saying that we do not show pictures
of dead and injured people, and we
use simple language without foreign
words and with simple sentences
and explanations. News is primarily
of interest to children if it is relevant
to children, and the relevance results
above all from a direct reference to the
children’s everyday lives.
Milica Djurović (Editor of WADADA
News Montenegro/ children’s newsroom of RTCG, Montenegro)
WADADA News Montenegro is a TV journal
for children and young
people. It is the first
diary of its kind in our
country, and gives the
youngest members of
the population a place to express
themselves.
It has been broadcast twice a week on
Montenegro Public Service (Radio and

Screenshot from WADADA News Montenegro © RTCG
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Ill. 6: WADADA News Montenegro: special sections for short news items made by young
UNICEF reporters

Christina Johansen (Editor-in-chief at
Ultra Nyt, DR, Denmark)
Ultra Nyt is a Danish
children’s news programme which has run
continuously since
March 2013. It covers
news and current affairs from children’s
perspective in an understandable way.
We clarify the context and background
of national and international events
and give children the tools to understand the world around them and how
they fit into it. Our main ambition is to
empower children with knowledge in
a society where news is reaching them
anyway, allowing them to grow up as
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Television of Montenegro, RTCG) since
April 2019. We had to take a break during 2020, but we are back on air now.
The topics are always tailored to children and young people, with special
sections for short news items and teen
reports made by our young UNICEF
reporters (Ill. 6). At the moment we
have one presenter, Kristina, who is
a former UNICEF reporter. I am the
editor of the news and always behind
the camera, because the focus is on our
young people.
We are very careful about the topics
because children must be protected
and fairly represented. Therefore, we
choose questions that encourage them
to answer frankly without hurting their
feelings.
They are more open and relaxed when
talking to their peers, and that’s how
we approach a news story. Every child
is unique and must be approached
accordingly.
While it goes without saying that we
obtain parental permission before filming, I would like to point out that this is
something we take very seriously when
filming such stories.
As I said earlier, every child is unique,
and that is the beauty of our job – to
show the world as small children see it.
Our TV crew is dedicated to honestly
and sincerely representing children.
When filming, we make sure it is in
a pleasant environment for children.

mindful and responsible adults and
citizens. The programme is aimed at
9- to 14-year-olds. It was traditionally
broadcast as a 10-minute programme
on DR Ultra at 6:00 p.m. However, DR
concluded that children no longer turn
on traditional television channels to
watch programmes, including the
news, at a specific time so the channel
DR Ultra was taken off the air in January 2020. Fortunately, we have invested
in storytelling on digital platforms
since January 2018, and we now focus
primarily on our own app, on-demand
programmes (DRTV), and social media
(mostly YouTube and Instagram). The
reaction from the audience, press, and
politicians has been extremely positive
and the rating of our on-demand programme has increased five-fold since
we changed our focus in 2018 (Ill. 7).
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the
publishing time was altered from
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. to make sure
we could provide the latest news in
the daily programme. The pandemic
has been and still is one of our biggest challenges as we try to manage
the explosion of misinformation and
help children deal with the challenges
of social isolation. We encourage the
children to send in their questions and
we will then find relevant experts to
answer them. We have received a large
number of excellent questions, e.g.,

Ill. 7: Since 2018, Ultra Nyt is broadcast on digital platforms only, the reaction from the
audience and press was extremely positive
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should I be worried that
my dog will get coronavirus? Should I be worried
about my dad because he
smokes? We have done a lot
of co-creation during the
pandemic, and the children
have been good at making self-recorded videos.
Moreover, it has been a
great priority to develop
critical judgement using
our very popular format
“Fact or Fake?” to remind
the children to pause before sharing if it seems too
amazing to be true.

Screenshot from Infodrom © RTV Slovenija
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Ill. 8: Children’s news show Infodrom: Explaining protection measures during the COVID-19 pandemic

Tina Antončič (Editor-in-chief of
Infodrom) & Martina Peštaj (Head
of Children’s and Youth Programmes
at RTV Slovenija)
Infodrom is a children’s
news show that aired
for the first time on
Television Slovenia’s first
channel on September
15, 2012, and was a daily
show until 2016. Since
2016, it has been a
weekly show that airs
on Fridays at 4:40 p.m.
The show’s main goal is
to be the most important source of news for
children aged 9-14.
The show contains weekly news reports and describes political events,
shows how events are connected, and
explains difficult subjects in a way
that children can understand and
find exciting. The programme also
reports about other children, the environment, web-related topics, sports,
music. We always have a segment of
a weekly topic in which children tell
their opinion. We invite children’s reporters and create children’s portraits.
Our aim is to open public space for
children’s opinions and to make the
world more understandable for them,
to empower and educate them in active citizenship.
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The team is made up of 3 young presenters, an editor, 2 journalists (also
responsible for the web and social
media) and a graphic designer.
When officials declared an epidemic
last year and schools were closed, children and youth programmes of Television Slovenia created a one-hour long
daily live show for kids at home to bring
them information, education, and fun.
The show was called Izodrom, and the
news part was 14 minutes long. The
show was on air from March 16th until
May 29th. We prepared 49 individual
shows in addition to 2 extra half-hour
news shows in which we hosted the
Slovenian Minister of Education. She
answered children’s questions, explained new rules (she stated some of
them in our show for the first time,
even before all the adult news programmes had the information).
The programme was a hit among
children, and we regularly had a share
of around 30%. We received over 100
questions and opinions from children
on our social platforms each day. We
explained and reported everything
about new virus, new rules, remote
learning, how children abroad are
coping with lockdown, but we also
had some lighter topics. We created
a special workflow in which children
filmed themselves. We were also active
on all our social media platforms.

We addressed mental health problems and where to find help, as we
wanted the youth to know that they
did not need to feel alone. We also
had difficult topics such as how to
deal with death in the family, parents
who are on the front lines of dealing
with COVID, children that got sick,
families that are too big to cope with
remote learning, and children without
internet connections. We tried to present every topic trough the children’s
eyes. For example, we found a child
who had experience with a difficult
matter and s/he explained how s/he
coped with it. We also used graphics and experts to explain issues or
gave advice on the level that children
could understand. We believed that
children would be less scared with
proper information made specifically
for them.
We aim to be active and interactive
in our news show and try to bring
children all the important news in a
way they can understand and to which
they can relate. We work a lot with our
age group and we know their ways of
thinking, their fears, hopes, and wishes,
and we build our stories around this
knowledge. We believe children must
have all the information, but it should
be presented in a thoughtful, respectful, and clever way. And, of course, it
should be very attractive.

